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Margaret Williams

Margaret Williams is Group Food Law Coordinator at
Greencore.

The company has a turnover in excess of £1bn and is a
leading manufacturer of convenience foods, employing
around 11,000 people at sites in the UK and US. 
One of its roles is to provide a range of chilled foods to
major retail customers such as Marks and Spencer,
Sainsbury’s and ASDA. 

Margaret came into the food industry with an interest in
science but now her role spans science and the law as she
ensures standards are understood and adhered to across the
company’s sites. 

What are your responsibilities?
Keep up to date, disseminate information, train people and answer

queries - also lobbying where appropriate.  And specifications for raw

materials are also under my guidance 

How many people report to you? 
Mine is an advisory role, I have no direct reports. 

Thinking back to school days, did you know what you wanted 
to become? 

I hadn’t heard of many interesting jobs other than being a medical

doctor. Lack of work meant I didn't get the A levels I wanted so I tried

to do first degree in Biochemistry but hated learning all the cycles by

rote ("I'm not a well trained parrot"), so swapped to Botany as the

lectures were more much interesting and conceptual.

What were/are your main interests, e.g. science in general, food
technology, microbiology, nutrition, something else? 
They were, and are, quite wide - science, nutrition, chemical

contaminants, allergies. I also have a side interest in computer systems

as a tool for Technical / Legal requirements 

What qualifications do you have? GCSEs? A Levels?
Degree(s)/other? 
Back to my ‘O’ levels, I have nine in various subjects including all 

the sciences, ‘A’ levels in Biology, Chemistry & General Studies, BSc 

in Agricultural Botany, and an LLM (Master of Laws) specifically in 

Food Law. 

In rough outline what was your job pathway - companies and
job titles + anything of particular note, e.g. level of responsibility,
exposure to any particular developments/issues? 
In the 1980s there was high unemployment, especially in the North

and Wales. I joined a chemical manufacturer as a Laboratory

Technician but when the company went into receivership I was made

redundant. 

I then developed interest in Quality Control and became Quality

Supervisor in a medical devices company and then Quality Manager.

There I worked with very strict quality systems and the introduction

of new EC legislation (again I was made redundant prior to the company
going into receivership). 

My next role was as Divisional Quality Systems Manager in

Hazlewood. There I discovered I had no problem with law and was

sponsored to take my LLM. During a divisional reshuffle I became

Group Quality Systems & Food Law Technologist.  And when the

company was taken over by Greencore in 2001 I focussed on the

Food Law elements. 

What were your aspirations when starting your career and what
are they now? 
I was, and still am, interested in Quality Management and developing

Systems to excel in and now to support & help sites and be as

supportive as possible. Perhaps to bridge the gaps between science

and the law and factory quality systems (specifications) has been a 

goal throughout. 

What single piece of advice would you offer someone curious
about working in the Sector? 
Find a job which you enjoy and can be proud of.

What would you say to encourage them further? 
What is the best bit? 
Working in Science / technology / helping people who do so is a

worthwhile job you can be proud of and especially in the essentials 

of life - like food.

Chilled Education is the Chilled Food Association’s (CFA) initiative to inspire and encourage 

more young people into the chilled food manufacturing sector. 

For more information visit chillededucation.org and for more on the CFA visit chilledfood.org
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